ANDREW HIGGINS DRIVE MAP

Locations are listed as SECTION, ROW, COLUMN.

To locate bricks face the direction of the section letters. Starting with the first brick in the section count down rows and across columns.

CAMP STREET

ANDREW HIGGINS DRIVE

MAGAZINE STREET

Locations are listed as SECTION, ROW, COLUMN.

To locate bricks face the direction of the section letters and count down rows and across columns.
To locate bricks face the direction of the section letters and count down rows and across columns.

Locations are listed as SECTION, ROW, COLUMN.

Memorial bricks are located inside the Louisiana Memorial Pavilion and outside along Andrew Higgins Drive and Magazine Street. The inside of this map will give you a detailed location to match your brick coordinates.

Campaigns of Courage: European and Pacific Theaters Map
Locations are listed as SECTION, ROW, COLUMN.

To locate bricks face the direction of the section letters and count down rows and across columns.

By itself, the commemorative book makes a terrific gift, but personalized with your brick, it becomes a lovely tribute to your loved one and a cherished keepsake you'll pass down for generations.